Asian Languages and Cultures 307/308, First/Second Semester Southeast Asian Language-Khmer is a year-long equivalent (two-semester) sequence designed to bring students up to “survival level” in standard spoken and written Khmer. We will spend about 60% of our time on speaking and listening, and 40% on the writing system. Class will mostly consist of activities in which Khmer must be used to accomplish specific tasks relevant to the topical matter of the Unit, thus giving practical experience in using and hearing Khmer. There will also be lectures (in English) on various cultural and grammatical issues in Khmer, with a focus on how these issues relate to English and American culture). There will be lectures on the writing system and on common pronunciation problems as well. There will also be lots of “focused listening” practice, games, and songs. A playful and creative approach will be encouraged in the learning and practice of all four skills (speaking, listening, reading and writing) in Khmer, as well as Khmer culture.

While many of the teaching techniques used in this course have their origin in the West, a strict Khmer classroom culture will be maintained. Students must show appropriate respect for their instructor and for their fellow students. Failure to do this will hurt one’s grade just as much as not doing homework or not showing up to class. Khmer, like all languages, is inextricably bound with the culture of the people who speak it as a native language. If you don’t learn how to properly behave in the culture, no matter how well you speak in a technical sense, you won’t really know the language.

**CORUSE REQUIREMENTS:**
- Students will be evaluated according to the following criteria:
  - Overall Class Participation: 60%
  - Performance on mid-term (5%) and final exam (10%): 15%
  - Weekly Dialog Journal: 10%
  - Completion of homework assignments, including the use of the materials on your Course DVD: 15%
  - Grades are based on the total of the accumulated points according to the above evaluation criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>100 - 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>94 - 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>89 - 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>84 - 80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, students are expected to spend at least one hour per class hour preparing/studying outside of class. If you do not spend this minimum amount of time studying/practicing outside of class, you will not be able to reach the goals (described as “At the end of this Unit, students will be able to...”) listed in this syllabus.

Students will not be graded on attendance per se, but note that if you don’t attend, you can’t participate, and active participation in class activities makes up 60% of your grade. The instructors must always be addressed by the titles you will learn to use with them on the first day of class. Please respect both your instructors and fellow students by coming to class on-time. No laptops will be allowed to be turned on during class...this is a language class, take your notes on paper and in Khmer. No cellphone activity will be permitted in class, including texting.
Meeting Time and Location
Classroom: Humanities Building- Room [redacted]
Class Hours: Monday – Friday, 8:00 AM – 12:00 PM (Central time of North America)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st Period</th>
<th>2nd Period</th>
<th>Break</th>
<th>3rd Period</th>
<th>4th Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 – 8:50</td>
<td>9:00 – 9:55</td>
<td>9:55 – 10:15</td>
<td>10:15 – 11:05</td>
<td>11:05 – 12:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Instructional Mode - All face-to-face instruction
INSTRUCTOR – Vathanak Sok and Sokunt hearath Kep
Office hours: Humanities, 2-4 Monday through Thursday, or by appointment

DAILY ASSIGNMENT/HOMEWORK

Class assignments will all be given on box, located at [redacted]
Students are responsible for checking this blog at least once a day; twice is better. 3:00 pm and 7:00 pm are recommended times to check.

Independent Study Project - Every student will design and complete a significant independent study project this summer. The topic of this project may be just about anything to do with Khmer culture, language, society, art, history, etc. that students choose, subject to the instructor’s approval. Students will present oral reports (props such as video, etc. optional but encouraged) on their projects in class of week 8. Each oral presentation must be at least 15 but no more than 20 minutes long. 10 minutes will be set aside for questions from the rest of the class following each presentation.

Recommended Textbooks:
- "Muk Khmae" by Frank Smith. It includes DVD-ROM with videos, audio tracks of vocabulary and structures and clickable alphabet chart. To order the book, please click on the following link [https://studykhmer.com/textbooks/].
- Sothea, Samreth. 2012. *Khmer Language for Foreigners*. Royal University of Phnom Penh, Linguistic Department, Volume 1

No physical dictionary is required for the course, but students may wish to purchase the Hippocrene Books (Firm). 2013. *Khmer (Cambodian) dictionary & phrasebook*. It is usually available on amazon.com. Students are encouraged to use the free online dictionary at [http://www.sealang.net/khmer](http://www.sealang.net/khmer) or [www.kheng.info](http://www.kheng.info). Note that this dictionary requires that Khmer Unicode fonts are installed on one’s computer. See the instructor for more info on this.

Other dictionaries
**COURSE CONTENTS**

**Week One: Introductions and Pleasantries**

Topics covered in this unit include polite and colloquial greetings and farewells, talking about basic everyday actions and activities and commonly used kinship terms. Students will also learn to count to 10 in Khmer. Students will begin to learn the basics of the Khmer writing system from day one in class. No phonetic transcription will be used. At the end of the week, students will be familiar with about 1/4 of the Khmer consonants and 1/2 of the vowels in Khmer script, and will have memorized at least nine important Khmer “sight words”. Students will be able to write simple sentences in Khmer mirroring to some extent their current command of the spoken language.

**At the end of Week One, students will be able to:**
- greet social peers and elders/teachers appropriately in Khmer
- say farewell appropriately in a variety of social contexts
- count to 10 in Khmer
- ask and respond to very basic questions regarding family, work and everyday activities
- use common verbs (walk, go, come, stay, eat, etc.) in combination with common pronouns and names of locations to ask/answer questions concerning simple actions and activities
- be able to use appropriately (as pronouns) the most common kinship terms in Khmer
- know several basic colors in Khmer

**Week Two: The Language of the Classroom**

Topics covered in this unit include the names of objects in the classroom, recognizing and responding to common teacher commands and questions, and asking basic questions about language ("How do you say ______ in Khmer?" “How are these two words different?” etc.). Students will also learn the names of several body parts, a few selected classifiers in Khmer, and how to describe common physical actions (put, take, give, lift, stand, sit). Students will learn more kinship terms used as pronouns, the rudiments of telling time in Khmer, how to manipulate concepts of time in conversation in a very basic way, and the names of additional important locations and verbs to describe everyday activities. Special attention will be paid to common vowel and consonant pronunciation problems in Khmer in the speech of non-native speakers. In their study of the writing system, students will become familiar with the about 1/3 of the rest of the Khmer consonants and the rest of the Khmer vowels. Students will learn additional Khmer sight words totaling at least 12 and be able to write these in dictation exercises and in the creation of their own sentences.

**At the end of Week Two, students will be able to:**
- respond appropriately to the most common classroom commands from the teacher
- begin to use several Khmer classifiers appropriately
- ask and give the time in limited ways
- increase the complexity of their ability to describe everyday activities and actions begun in Unit One
- respond to commands involving common physical actions, and give a few of these commands themselves
- converse using a wider range of kinship terms as pronouns
- begin to incorporate the notions of time and aspect into their Khmer sentences
Midterm Exam: June 28
The mid-term exam will consist of two sections: written and oral. The written section will be a short test comprising dictation, fill-in and matching exercises. The oral section will involve a one-to-one meeting with an instructor during office hours, in which a short conversation on topics covered in class will take place.

Week Three: The Family
Topics in this Unit include additional Khmer kinship terms used as pronouns, talking about family, friends and one’s personal history (the latter in a very limited way), and the culture and language used in visiting a home in Cambodia. Students will also learn more complex ways of discussing time and aspect and learn a great many modifiers (adjectives) in Khmer and how to properly use them. More colors will also be learned, as well as the names of important common animals.

In their study of the written language, students will become familiar with the rest of the Khmer consonants, and all of the “second series” vowel sounds. An additional 6-10 sight words will be learned as well.

At the end of this Week, students will be able to:
- conduct themselves appropriately during a visit to a Khmer home
- ask and answer common questions concerning family, friendship and marriage in Khmer
- talk in more subtle ways about time and aspect in Khmer
- talk about common animals in Khmer
- use additional words for eating in Khmer appropriately
- use additional kinship terms and other pronouns appropriately in conversation

Week Four: Food
Topics in this Unit include the names of a wide range of food items in Khmer, including fruits, vegetables, meat and fish, prepared dishes, and condiments. Type of preparation of food will be covered, as well as ways of describing the flavors of food. More subtle, proper ways of talking about food and flavor will also be learned. Students will also learn the basics of bargaining in the market in Khmer, and how to make simple comparisons. Additional important verbs and modifiers will also be learned. In their study of Khmer literacy, students will learn several Khmer diacritics and how they affect vowel sounds, and students will learn at least 2/3 of the Khmer consonant subscripts, and possibly all of them. Students will learn at least 10 additional sight words in Khmer and be able to write increasingly complex sentences. Depending on the level of the class overall, students may begin to read simple stories in Khmer at the end of this Unit.

At the end of this Week, students will be able to:
- buy a variety of food items in Khmer, using bargaining where appropriate
- discuss money in a basic way in Khmer
- discuss eating and food in general in culturally appropriate ways
- discuss the flavor of food in Khmer
- identify a range of basic Khmer dishes
- recognize and produce the names of common Khmer fruits and vegetables
-make comparisons in Khmer using appropriate modifiers and grammatical structures

**Final Exam: July 12**
The final exam will consist of an oral and a written section. In the oral section, students will act out assigned scenarios in front of the rest of the class in pairs or groups of three. These scenarios will require the appropriate use of grammatical structures and vocabulary learned throughout the course. Students will be given three days to prepare these skits. The written section of the exam will consist of dictation, translation and fill-in exercises.

**Week Five: Directions and Transportation**
Topics covered in this unit include giving and receiving directions, talking about transportation in Cambodia, talking about the past and future in appropriate ways in Khmer, and introduction to the auxiliary verb “aoy”.

**At the end of Week Five, students will be able to:**
- give and receive directions appropriately in Khmer
- discuss the major modes of transportation in Cambodia in a general and basic way
- use the auxiliary verb “aoy” in an appropriate way in a variety of contexts, mostly involved in expressing causation, intention and agency
- specify events in the past and future using common time-marking particles
- continue to read simple stories in Khmer for meaning

**Week Six: The World of Work, and “Getting Things Done” in Khmer**
Topics covered in this unit include occupations in Cambodia, important grammatical structures and phrases needed in the workplace or while doing research, and in general the socially and linguistically appropriate ways to “get things done” in a Khmer cultural context. Some abstract concepts will be learned as well, and some basic “educated vocabulary”. Students will also have an opportunity to learn terms of their own choosing which are relevant to their major or chosen profession. We will also delve deeper into the complex topic of proper use of the auxiliary verb “aoy” in several new semantic contexts.

In their study of written Khmer, students will learn to write basic personal letters, read a simple folk tale in Khmer, and learn the basics of typing in Khmer Unicode on the computer.

**At the end of Week Six, students will be able to:**
- use a variety of vocabulary and grammatical structures necessary for the typical workplace or research endeavor
- use several vocabulary items relevant to their major or chosen profession
- express several basic types of requests and tasks necessary to “getting things done” in Cambodia, and respond appropriately to these types of requests
- use the auxiliary verb “aoy” to express two new semantic senses
- talk about several important Cambodian occupations and fields of study in a basic way
- count into the millions in Khmer
- read a popular basic folk tale in Khmer
- write a simple personal letter in Khmer
- be able to write the Khmer numerals
Midterm Exam: July 26
The mid-term exam will consist of two sections: written and oral. The written section will be a short test comprising fill-in exercises designed to measure comprehension of a short reading passage and the ability to link the read material with spoken material covered in class. The oral section will involve a presentation to their classmates (and an explanation in Khmer) of their individually chosen, work or study-related vocabulary items they have learned outside of textbook material, from their instructors in one-on-one office meetings.

Week Seven: Health, Illness and Religion
This unit covers Khmer ways of discussing states of well-being and illness, including the expression of important emotions. The student will learn to talk to the pharmacist and asking for advice and to buy medicines they need. Students will also learn the basics of Khmer Buddhism, and learn to talk to monks appropriately and learn what to do and what not to do when visiting a Buddhist temple.

At the end of Week Seven, students will be able to:
- talk about health and illness in Khmer using various vocabulary terms and special grammatical constructions
- talk about emotions and feelings in Khmer in a general sense
- asking for advice from a pharmacist and buying medicines.
- talk to Khmer monks using appropriate vocabulary and grammar
- read selected passages from Khmer middle school primers on the topics of health and religion

Week Eight: Everyday Life in Cambodia
This unit will cover a wide range of topics relevant to living and working in Cambodia: the weather, renting a hotel room or apartment, arranging transportation, clothing and fashion, music and pop culture, and expressing one’s basic needs. The students will also be given an introduction to Phnom Penh Khmer dialect and basic sign and newspaper headline-reading.

At the end of this Week, students will be able to:
- talk about fashion and clothing in a basic way in Khmer, including describing various styles of clothing, both traditional and contemporary
- rent an apartment or hotel room using appropriate Khmer vocabulary and grammar
- talk about the weather in Khmer in a basic way
- talk about features of the natural environment in a basic way in Khmer
- properly use several adverbial constructions in Khmer, and talk about causation in more subtle ways in Khmer
- read a wedding invitation and simple flyers and signs in Khmer
- understand some features of Phnom Penh Khmer dialect

Final Exam: August 9
The final exam will consist of an oral and a written section. In the oral section, students will act out scenarios in front of the rest of the class in pairs or groups of three. The topic of these scenarios is open (as is the composition of each group) but should demonstrate the appropriate use of grammatical structures and vocabulary learned throughout the course. The written section of the exam will consist of fill-in questions designed to measure comprehension of a short reading passage similar to material previously covered in class.
RULES, RIGHTS & RESPONSIBILITIES
Every member of the University of Wisconsin-Madison community has the right to expect to conduct his or her academic and social life in an environment free from threats, danger, or harassment. Students also have the responsibility to conduct themselves in a manner compatible with membership in the university and local communities. UWS Chapters 17 and 18 of the Wisconsin Administrative Code list the university policies students are expected to uphold and describes the procedures used when students are accused of misconduct. Chapter 17 also lists the possible responses the university may apply when a student is found to violate policy. The process used to determine any violations and disciplinary actions is an important part of UWS 17. For the complete text of UWS Chapter 18, see Office of Conduct and Community Standards website, or contact them via phone at 608-263-5700 or room 70 Bascom Hall.

No student may be denied admission, participation in or the benefits of, or discriminated against in any service, program, course or facility of the [UW] system or its institutions or centers because of the student's race, color, creed, religion, sex, national origin, disability, ancestry, age, sexual orientation, pregnancy, marital status or parental status.

For more information, including the student grievance procedure, please visit https://guide.wisc.edu/undergraduate/#rulesrightsandresponsibilitiestext

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY
By enrolling in this course, each student assumes the responsibilities of an active participant in UW-Madison’s community of scholars in which everyone’s academic work and behavior are held to the highest academic integrity standards. Academic misconduct compromises the integrity of the University. Cheating, fabrication, plagiarism, unauthorized collaboration, and helping others commit these acts are examples of academic misconduct, which can result in disciplinary action. This includes but is not limited to failure on the assignment/course, disciplinary probation, or suspension. Substantial or repeated cases of misconduct will be forwarded to the Office of Student Conduct & Community Standards for additional review. For more information, refer to http://studentconduct.wiscweb.wisc.edu/academic-integrity/.

ACCOMMODATION FOR STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES
McBurney Disability Resource Center syllabus statement: “The University of Wisconsin-Madison supports the right of all enrolled students to a full and equal educational opportunity. The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), Wisconsin State Statute (36.12), and UW-Madison policy (Faculty Document 1071) require that students with disabilities be reasonably accommodated in instruction and campus life. Reasonable accommodations for students with disabilities is a shared faculty and student responsibility. Students are expected to inform faculty [me] of their need for instructional accommodations by the end of their week of the semester, or as soon as possible after a disability has been incurred or recognized. Faculty [I], will work either directly with the student [you] or in coordination with the McBurney Center to identify and provide reasonable instructional accommodations. Disability information, including instructional accommodations as part of a student’s educational record, is confidential and protected under FERPA.” http://mcburney.wisc.edu/facstaffother/faculty/syllabus.php
DIVERSITY & INCLUSION
Institutional statement on diversity: “Diversity is a source of strength, creativity, and innovation for UW-Madison. We value the contributions of each person and respect the profound ways their identity, culture, background, experience, status, abilities, and opinion enrich the university community. We commit ourselves to the pursuit of excellence in teaching, research, outreach, and diversity as inextricably linked goals. The University of Wisconsin-Madison fulfills its public mission by creating a welcoming and inclusive community for people from every background – people who as students, faculty, and staff serve Wisconsin and the world.”
https://diversity.wisc.edu/

SEEKING ASSISTANCE
A student can seek help from many places on campus, for both personal and academic problems. For answers to general questions on many topics, a good place to start is Ask Bucky, which is an excellent general referral service.

For personal problems, Counseling Services, a unit of University Health Services, offers a variety of individual, group and couple counseling services. Experienced counselors, psychologists, and psychiatrists are available to assist students in overcoming depression and managing anxiety, and in developing self-awareness and understanding, independence, and self-direction. The counseling staff is experienced and sensitive to students of diverse cultural and ethnic backgrounds. Counseling Services is located at 333 East Campus Mall; 608-265-5600. In addition, an on call dean in Student Assistance and Judicial Affairs is usually available by telephone (608-263-5700) or on a walk-in basis (75 Bascom Hall) Monday-Friday, 8:30am-4:30pm.

For academic problems, many places can offer help. The student should first discuss the problem with the professor or TA. If the problem is not resolved at that time, the student can speak with an academic advisor or the SEASSI Director. If further assistance is needed, the student should contact one of the academic deans upon referral by SEASSI administration.